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Abstract— Suppose a medical facility connected with a research institution and the researchers can use the
medical details of a patient without knowing the personal details. Thus the research data base used by the
researchers must be anonymized (Sanitized). We can consider another problem in the area of census.
Individuals give the private information to a trusted party (Census Bureau) and the census bureau must
publish anonymized or sanitized version of data. So anonymization is done for privacy. Our works deals with
privacy in database system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Today privacy or security has become crucial. So we mainly concentrate on privacy [2]. Privacy limits the
access to individual’s personal information. It deals with authorized access. The collection of data usually called
as the database, contains large bodies of information. To provide security to these databases is big issue.
Database privacy should fall on a balance between confidentiality, integrity, and availability of personal data,
rather than confidentiality alone. Confidentiality means only authorized users can read the data. Usually
confidentiality can be achieved by using some cryptographic tools. Not only confidentiality, but Anonymization
[1] is still required to provide privacy.
Anonymization means masking. That is identifying information is removed from the original data to protect
personal or private information. Data Anonymization enables transferring information between two
organizations, by converting text data in to non-human readable form using encryption method [4]. There have
been lots of approaches developed. K-Anonymization is one of the approaches. In K-Anonymization approach,
at least K-tuples should be indistinguishable by masking values [3]. So the probability of linking a given data
value to a specific individual is very small, and the individuals cannot be uniquely identified by linking attacks.
The problem arises at the time of data updation. Without revealing the content of T (T is a tuple which is going
to be inserted) and database How to preserve the privacy? How to privately check whether a K- anonymous
database retains its anonymity once a new tuple ‘T’ is being inserted in to it. This paper will give the solution.
Two approaches can be used for Anonymization. One is Suppression and the other is Generalization. In this
paper we deals with Suppression based Anonymization approach.
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Figure 1: Anonymous Database
Figure: 1 shows, anonymous (sanitized) database system, which is used by the researchers. The data
providers are medical facilities (Hospitals) through anonymous authentication and connection. Authentication
can be done using user ID and password method. Anonymous connection can be done using Crowds or Onion
routing protocols. Anonymous updation is proposed in this paper. Crowds increase the privacy of web
transaction; the main idea is “blending in to the crowd”. That is, hiding one’s action within the actions of many
others. A user first joins a crowd of other users. The users request to a web server is first passed to a random
number of the crowd. That member can either submit the request directly to the end server or forward it to
another randomly chosen member. In the latter case the next member chooses to submit or forward
independently. When the request is finally submitted, it is submitted by a random member, thus preventing the
end server from identifying its true initiator. Even crowd members cannot identify the initiator of the request. It
is used for anonymous connection, it protects IP addresses and other sensitive information [7].Onion routing
supports private and anonymous connection/communication over a public network. Onion routing is flexible
communication infrastructure that is resistant to both eaves dropping and traffic analysis. It is a bi-directional,
near real- time and can be used for both connection oriented and connection less traffic. When a packet is
received by the first onion router, it is encrypted once for each additional router it will pass through. Each
subsequent Onion router unwraps one layer of encryption until the message reaches its destination as plain text
[6].
II. EXISTING SYSTEM
There are various techniques to provide confidentiality and privacy to anonymous database like Data
Reduction, Data perturbation and Secure Multiparty Computation etc.
The first approach is Data perturbation technique. The idea of protecting databases through data suppression
or data perturbation has been extensively investigated in the area of statistical database. Basically there are two
types of data perturbation. First type Probability distribution approach and the second type are called the value
distortion approach. In the probability distribution, Original database is replaced by sample from distribution or
by distribution itself and the value distortion approach perturbs data elements or attributes directly by either
additive noise, multiplicative noise, or some other randomization procedures. Agrawal proposed a value
distortion technique to protect the privacy by adding random noise from a Gaussian distribution to the actual
data. They showed that this technique appears to mask the data while allowing extraction of certain patterns like
the original data distribution and decision tree models with good accuracy.
Second research approach is Secure Multiparty Computation method consider problem of evaluating function
of two or more parties‟ secret input in such a way that each party does not get anything else except specified
output [8]. SMC represents an important class of techniques widely investigated in the area of cryptography.
However, these techniques generally are not efficient.
The third research direction is related to the area of private information retrieval, which can be seen as an
application of the SMC techniques to the area of data management. The problem of privately updating database
has not been addressed in that these techniques only deal with data retrieval.
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Finally, the fourth research direction is related to query processing techniques for encrypted data. The
approaches do not address the K-anonymity problem since their goal is to encrypt data, so that their
management can be outsourced to external entities. Most of privacy models developed are based on kanonymity property-anonymity property deals the possibility of indirect identification of records form public
databases-anonymity means each released record has at least (k-1) other records in the release whose values are
indistinct. K-anonymity and SMC are used in privacy-preserving data mining, but they are quite different in
terms of efficiency, accuracy.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system consider suppression based anonymous database. A secure protocol is presented for
privately checking whether K-anonymous database retains its anonymity once a new tuple is being inserted.
Quasi-Identifier (QI): QI is a minimal set of attributes used to uniquely identify individuals. Attack is mainly
using Quasi-Identifier. Attacks may be re-identification or linking attack. To prevent the attack, masks the
values of Quasi-Identifiers using either suppression based or Generalization based Anonymization methods.
In Suppression based anonymization method, mask the Quasi-Identifiers value using a special symbol like *
and in Generalization based anonymization method, replace a specific value with a more general one using
Value Generalization Hierarchies (VGH).

Table 1: A table contains patient’s data
The Quasi –Identifiers for the above the dataset is {Zip code, Age, Nationality}. So we must anonymize the
Quasi-Identifiers value, because attacks come based on Quasi-Identifiers.
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Table2: 4 - Anonymous patient data
We suppress (mask) the Quasi-Identifiers values. ‘*’ denotes suppressed values. “Age = 3* means” that the
Age is in the range [30-39]. Here ‘Condition’ is a non-suppressed attribute. We can say that it is a sensitive
attribute.
A. Proposed system architecture

Figure 2: Proposed System Architecture
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Let the data provider is X and Suppression &Checker module is Y. The flow of operation is given below:
a.

X sends a tuple T in to cryptographic module.

b.

The cryptographic module encrypts the tuple (encryption means to convert the plane text in to cipher
text) and send it to the Suppression &Checker module(Y)

c.

Y, then compute

d.

The anonymized version of tuple T.

e.

Check whether the data is matched with data’s in the loader.

f.

The loader reads chunks of anonymized tuple from the K-Anonymous database.

g.

If the tuples are not matched, then the loader reads next chunks of anonymized tuple from the kAnonymous database and checking can be performed.

h.

If any match found, then the tuple t can be inserted in to the K-Anonymous database. Otherwise, can be
ignoring.

i.

Finally we can send a message to the data provider about the status of the tuple T (status are
INSERTED/ IGNORE).

j.

According to the status, the data provider can decide further action.

B. Cryptographic primitives
Our algorithm to compute an anonymized (Sanitized) version of tuple T use encryption algorithm RSA
(Rivest, Shamir, Aldemen) to encrypt the tuple T. RSA is the most common public key (Asymmetric key)
algorithm. It uses two keys Private and Public key. The encryption scheme must be a commutative and producthomomorphic one. This encryption scheme allows performing mathematical operation over encrypted data.
Given a finite set K of keys and finite domain D, A Commutative and Product- homomorphic encryption
scheme E is a polynomial time computable function
E: K×D -› D satisfying the following properties.
Commutativity : For all key pairs k1,k2 ϵ K and value d ϵ D ,then
Ek1 (Ek2 (d)) = Ek2 (Ek1 (d))
Product-homomorphism : For every k ϵ K and every value pairs d1, d2 ϵ D , the following equality holds:
Ek (d1). Ek (d2) = Ek (d1.d2)
Indistinguishability: It is infeasible to obtain data of plaintext from cipher text. The advantages are high
privacy of data even after updating, and an approach that can be used is based on techniques for user anonymous
authentication and credential verification.
The Diffie-Hellman key exchange algorithm allows the exchange of private encryption key. This algorithm
can be used for key agreement, not for encryption and decryption. Here Diffie-Hellman is used to agree on
shared secret key to exchange data between two parties.
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IV. ALGORITHM
STEP 1: X encrypt the tuple T, and send it to Y.
STEP 2: Y can decrypt tuple T and then suppress the personal identifiers in the tuple.
STEP 3: After the suppression check the nonsuppresed attributes in the tuple T and loaded tuples.
STEP 4: If any match found, insertion can be performed and send a status message “INSERTED”.
STEP 5: If no match found, discard the tuple and send the status message “IGNORE”.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed secure protocol to check that if new tuple is being inserted to the database, it
does not affect anonymity of database. It means when new tuple get introduced, k-anonymous database retains
its anonymity. Database updates has been carried out properly using proposed protocol. This is useful in medical
application. If insertion of record satisfies the k-anonymity then such record is inserted in table and suppressed
the sensitive information attribute by * to maintain the k-anonymity in database. Thus, by making such kanonymity in table that makes unauthorized user too difficult to identify the record.
VI. FUTURE SCOPE
The important issues in future will be resolved:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]

Implement database for invalid entries.
Solve problem of anonymity when initially table is empty.
When system fails to check tuple, it checks these tuple in wait state called hanging tuples. Try to
resolve this problem.
Improving efficiency of protocol in terms of number of messages exchanged between user and
database.
Implement real world database system.
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